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In this paper, we consider an implicit 2-variable ﬁrst-order partial differential equation
with complete integral. As an application of the Legendrian singularity theory, we give
a generic classiﬁcation of bifurcations of such differential equations with respect to the
equivalence relation which is given by the group of point transformations following S. Lie’s
view. Since two one-parameter unfoldings of such differential equations are equivalent
if and only if induced one-parameter unfoldings of integral diagrams are equivalent for
generic equations, our normal forms are represented by one-parameter integral diagrams.
© 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction and preparations
The theory of Legendrian unfoldings, regarding singularity, has been extensively studied and applied to many singularity
problems arising from differential equations, differential geometry, calculus of variations, mathematical physics, etc. (cf.,
[1–12]). One of the most successful applications is the investigation of classiﬁcations of some differential equations (e.g.,
[3,5,6]).
By using the theory of Legendrian unfoldings, S. Izumiya [5] has classiﬁed the completely integrable holonomic systems
of n-variable ﬁrst-order differential equations when 1  n  3. The next purpose is to classify one-parameter families of
equations with complete integral and to bifurcate the phase portraits (complete solutions and singular solutions) [12]. In
fact, M. Takahashi [10,11] has given the classiﬁcation of bifurcations of the Clairaut type differential equations, and in [12],
he also classiﬁed one-parameter families of ﬁrst-order ordinary differential equations with complete integral. However, to
the best of the authors’ knowledge, no literature exists regarding the classiﬁcation of bifurcations of 2-variable ﬁrst-order
partial differential equations with complete integral. Thus, the current study hopes to serve such a need. Unfortunately,
for the general n-variable ﬁrst-order partial differential equations, it is very hard to give the classiﬁcation of bifurcations
by technical reasons. We use the method which is analogous to [5,12], and adopt the Legendrian unfolding as our ba-
sic tool to deﬁne a one-parameter complete Legendrian unfolding corresponding to a one-parameter family of 2-variable
ﬁrst-order partial differential equations with complete integral. Because a one-parameter complete Legendrian unfolding is
a Legendrian immersion germ, we can construct the corresponding generating family.
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J. Xu et al. / J. Math. Anal. Appl. 381 (2011) 638–648 639where F is a smooth function and 0 is a regular value of F , i.e., F−1(0) is a 3-dimension submanifold of J1(R2,R).
Here J1(R2,R) denotes a 1-jet bundle of 2-variable functions, which can be considered as R5 with a natural coordi-
nate system given by (x1, x2, y, p1, p2). We equip the contact structure on J1(R2,R) deﬁned by the canonical 1-form
θ = dy − p1dx1 − p2dx2 and deﬁne a natural projection π : J1(R2,R) → R2 × R by π(x1, x2, y, p1, p2) = (x1, x2, y). Since
we consider the local classiﬁcation of differential equations, it can be formulated as follows. A 2-variable ﬁrst-order partial
differential equation germ (or, brieﬂy, a 2-variable equation) is parameterized by an immersion germ f : (R3,0) → J1(R2,R).
f is called completely integrable if there exists a submersion germ μ : (R3,0) → (R,0) such that 〈dμ〉Eu ⊃ 〈 f ∗θ〉Eu , where
u = (u1,u2,u3) is the canonical coordinate system of (R3,0) and Eu is the ring of smooth function germs on (R3,0). We
say that the pair (μ, f ) : (R3,0) → R × J1(R2,R) is a 2-variable equation with complete integral. It is worth noting that if
(μ, f ) is a 2-variable equation with complete integral, then π ◦ f (μ−1(c)) is the graph of the solution in R2 × R.
A one-parameter family of 2-variable ﬁrst-order partial differential equation germs (or, brieﬂy, a one-parameter family of 2-
variable equations) is represented by a smooth mapping germ f : (R3 × R,0) → J1(R2,R) such that ft is an immersion
germ for each t ∈ (R,0), where ft(u) = f (u, t). f is called one-parameter completely integrable if there exists a mapping
germ μ : (R3 × R,0) → (R,0) such that μt is a submersion germ and 〈dμt〉Eu ⊃ 〈 f ∗t θ〉Eu for each t ∈ (R,0), where μt(u) =
μ(u, t). We say that the pair (μ, f ) : (R3 × R,0) → R × J1(R2,R) is a one-parameter family of 2-variable equations with
complete integral.
Let (μ, g) be a pair of smooth mapping germs g : (R3 × R,0) → (R2 × R,0) and μ : (R3 × R,0) → (R,0) such that μt
is a submersion germ for every t ∈ (R,0). Then (μ, g) is called a one-parameter family of integral diagrams if there exists
a one-parameter family of 2-variable equations f : (R3 × R,0) → J1(R2,R) such that (μ, f ) is a one-parameter family of
2-variable equations with complete integral and π ◦ f = g .
In order to deﬁne the one-parameter point transformation, we consider the unfolding germs of f and μ. Deﬁne F :
(R3 × R,0) → J1(R2,R) × R by F (u, t) = ( f (u, t), t) for a one-parameter family of 2-variable equations f , which is called
a one-parameter unfolding of the 2-variable equation associated with f , and also deﬁne μ̂ : (R3×R,0) → (R×R,0) by μ̂(u, t) =
(μ(u, t), t). The pair (μ̂, F ) or (μ, F ) is called a one-parameter unfolding of a 2-variable equation with complete integral.
Let (μ̂,G) be a pair of smooth mapping germs G : (R3 × R,0) → (R2 × R × R,0) and μ̂ : (R3 × R,0) → (R × R,0)
such that μt is a submersion germ for each t ∈ (R,0). Then (μ̂,G) is called a one-parameter unfolding of integral diagram if
there exists a one-parameter family of 2-variable equations f such that (μ̂, F ) is a one-parameter unfolding of 2-variable
equation with complete integral and (π × id) ◦ F = G , where F is the one-parameter unfolding of the 2-variable equation
associated with f . We also note that if a pair (μ,G) is a one-parameter unfolding of an integral diagram, then G has the
form G(u, t) = (g(u, t), t) for some smooth mapping germ g : (R3 × R,0) → (R2 × R,0).
We now deﬁne some equivalence relations. Let F and F ′ be one-parameter unfoldings of 2-variable equations associated
with f and f ′ respectively. Then F and F ′ are equivalent if the diagram(
R3 × R,0) F−−−−→ ( J1(R2,R)× R, (z,0)) π×id−−−−→ (R2 × R × R,0)
ψ
⏐⏐ ⏐⏐Φ ⏐⏐φ(






)× R, (z′,0)) −−−−→
π×id
(
R2 × R × R,0)
commutes for some germs of diffeomorphisms ψ , Φ and φ satisfying the following forms
ψ(u, t) = (ψ1(u, t),ϕ(t)),
Φ(x1, x2, y, p1, p2, t) =
(
φ̂t(x1, x2, y, p1, p2),ϕ(t)
)
,
φ(x1, x2, y, t) =
(
φ1(x1, x2, y, t),φ2(x1, x2, y, t),ϕ(t)
)
,
where φ̂t is the unique contact lift of φt . Here, φt = φ|R2×R×{t} : (R2 × R × {t},0) → (R2 × R × {ϕ(t)},0).
Let (μ̂,G) and (μ̂′,G ′) be one-parameter unfoldings of integral diagrams. Then (μ̂,G) and (μ̂′,G ′) are equivalent if the
diagram(
R3 × R,0) (μ,G)−−−−→ (R × R2 × R × R,0)
ψ
⏐⏐ ⏐⏐φ(
R3 × R,0) −−−−→(
μ′,G ′
) (R × R2 × R × R,0)
commutes for some diffeomorphism germs ψ and φ, where
ψ(u, t) = (ψ1(u, t),ϕ(t)),
φ(s, x1, x2, y, t) =
(
κ(s, t),φ1(x1, x2, y, t),φ2(x1, x2, y, t),ϕ(t)
)
.
640 J. Xu et al. / J. Math. Anal. Appl. 381 (2011) 638–648If κ(s, t) = s in the above second equality, then (μ,G) and (μ′,G ′) are called strictly equivalent. We now consider an
equivalence relation between one-parameter unfoldings of integral diagrams which can ignore one-parameter functional
moduli. If
φ(s, x1, x2, y, t) =
(
s + α(x1, x2, y, t),φ1(x1, x2, y, t),φ2(x1, x2, y, t),ϕ(t)
)
in the above commutative diagram, then we say that (μ̂,G) and (μ̂′,G ′) are one-parameter R+-equivalent. It is easy to
verify that if (μ̂,G) and (μ̂′,G ′) are one-parameter R+-equivalent, then the one-parameter unfolding of integral diagram
(μ + α ◦ G,G) is strictly equivalent to (μ′,G ′).
Owing to Theorem 3.3 in [10], the following result can be obtained analogously, which reduces the equivalence problem
for one-parameter unfoldings of 2-variable equations with complete integral to that for the corresponding induced one-
parameter unfoldings of integral diagrams.
Theorem 1.1. Let (μ, F ) : (R3×R,0) → (R× J1(R2,R)×R, (0, z,0)) and (μ′, F ′) : (R3×R,0) → (R× J1(R2,R)×R, (0, z′,0))
be one-parameter unfoldings of 2-variable equations with complete integral such that the sets of singular points of π ◦ ft and π ◦ f ′t
are closed sets without interior points except for isolated t. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) F and F ′ are equivalent as one-parameter unfoldings of 2-variable equations.
(2) (μ̂, (π × id) ◦ F ) and (μ̂′, (π × id) ◦ F ′) are equivalent as one-parameter unfoldings of integral diagrams.
We remark that in the assumption of Theorem 1.1, the condition that the set of singular points of π ◦ ft is a closed set
without interior points except for isolated t is satisﬁed for the generic 2-variable equations.
In Section 2, we provide the main result of this paper and prove it in Section 5. To complete the proof of main result,
in Section 3, we will give a brief review of the notion of one-parameter complete Legendrian unfolding, which is deﬁned
to be a kind of Legendrian immersion germ and plays a vital role to describe the classiﬁcation of one-parameter families of
2-variable equations with complete integral. Then, we study these in terms of generating families in the Arnold–Zakalyukin
theory in Section 4.
Throughout this paper, we assume that all the map germs are C∞ , unless otherwise stated.
2. Main results
The following theorem gives a generic classiﬁcation of one-parameter unfoldings of 2-variable equations with complete
integral.
Theorem 2.1 (Classiﬁcation theorem). For a generic one-parameter unfolding of a 2-variable equation with complete integral
(μ, F ) : (R3 × R,0)→ R × J1(R2,R)× R,
the one-parameter unfolding of the integral diagram (μ, (π × id) ◦ F ) is strictly equivalent to one of the germs in the following list:
DA1 μ = u3 , G = (u1,u2,u3, t);
(DA2)1 μ = (2/3)u31 + u3 , G = (u21,u2,u3, t);
(DA2)2 μ = (2/3)u32 + u3 , G = (u1,u22,u3, t);
(DA3)1 μ = ±(3/4)u42 + (1/2)u1u22 + u3 , G = (u1,u32 ± u1u2,u3, t);
(DA3)2 μ = ±(3/4)u41 + (1/2)u21u2 + u3 , G = (u31 ± u1u2,u2,u3, t);
(˜DA3)3 μ = ±(3/4)u41 + (1/2)u21u3 + u3 + α ◦ G, G = (u31 ± u1u3,u2,u3, t), where α ∈M(x1,x2,y,t);
(˜DA3)4 μ = ±(3/4)u42 + (1/2)u22u3 + u3 + α ◦ G, G = (u1,u32 ± u2u3,u3, t), where α ∈M(x1,x2,y,t);
(˜DA4)1 μ = 4u52 + 2u32u
 + u22uτ + u3 + α ◦ G, G = (u1,5u42 + 3u22u
 + 2u2uτ ,u3, t), where 
 = 1,3, τ = 1,3, 
 = τ and
α ∈M(x1,x2,y,t);
(˜DA4)2 μ = 4u51 + 2u31u
 + u21uτ + u3 + α ◦ G, G = (5u41 + 3u21u
 + 2u1uτ ,u2,u3, t), where 
 = 2,3, τ = 2,3, 
 = τ and
α ∈M(x1,x2,y,t);
DB2 μ = u3 − (1/2)u
 , G = (u1,u2,u23, t), where 
 = 1,2;
D˜B3 μ = u3 + α ◦ G, G = (u1,u2,u33 + u
u3, t), where 
 = 1,2 and α ∈M(x1,x2,y,t);
(˜DB4)1 μ = u3 + α ◦ G, G = (u1,u2,u43 + u
u23 + uτ u3, t), where 
 = 1,2, τ = 1,2, 
 = τ and α ∈M(x1,x2,y,t);
(˜DB4)2 μ = u3 + α ◦ G, G = (u1,u2,u43 + β(u1,u2, t)u23 + u
u3, t), where 
 = 1,2, α ∈ M(x1,x2,y,t) and β ∈ M(u1,u2,t) ,
(∂β/∂t)(0) = 0;
(˜DB5)1 μ = u3 + α ◦ G, G = (u1,u2,u53 + u
u33 + β(u1,u2, t)u23 + uτ u3, t), where 
 = 1,2, τ = 1,2, 
 = τ , α ∈M(x1,x2,y,t) and
β ∈M(u1,u2,t) , (∂β/∂t)(0) = 0;
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Fig. 1. Bifurcations of the phase portraits {π ◦ ft (μ−1(c))}c∈R of (˜DC5)1 where 
 = 1, τ = 2, α = 0 and β = u1 + t in Theorem 2.1.
(a) t > 0 (b) t = 0 (c) t < 0
Fig. 2. Bifurcations of the phase portraits {π ◦ ft (μ−1(c))}c∈R of (˜DD4)1 where α = −t2x21 − tx2 in Theorem 2.1.
(˜DB5)2 μ = u3 + α ◦ G, G = (u1,u2,u53 + β(u1,u2, t)u33 + u
u23 + uτ u3, t), where 
 = 1,2, τ = 1,2, 
 = τ , α ∈M(x1,x2,y,t) and
β ∈M(u1,u2,t) , (∂β/∂t)(0) = 0;
(˜DC3)1 μ = −(3/4)u23 − u
 + α ◦ G, G = (u1,u2,u33 + u
u23, t), where 
 = 1,2 and α ∈M(x1,x2,y,t);
(˜DC3)2 μ = −(3/4)u23−u1+α◦G, G = (u1,u2,u33+β(u1,u2, t)u23, t), whereα ∈M(x1,x2,y,t) and β ∈M(u1,u2,t) , (∂β/∂t)(0) = 0;
(˜DC4)1 μ = −(1/2)u33 − (3/4)u
u23 − uτ u3 − u
 +α ◦ G, G = (u1,u2, (3/4)u43 + u
u33 + uτ u23, t), where 
 = 1,2, τ = 1,2, 
 = τ
and α ∈M(x1,x2,y,t);
(˜DC4)2 μ = −(1/2)u33−(3/4)β(u1,u2, t)u23−u
u3−u
 +α◦G, G = (u1,u2, (3/4)u43+β(u1,u2, t)u33+u
u23, t), where 
 = 1,2,
α ∈M(x1,x2,y,t) and β ∈M(u1,u2,t) , (∂β/∂t)(0) = 0;
(˜DC4)3 μ = −(1/2)u33−(3/4)u
u23−β(u1,u2, t)u3−u
 +α◦G, G = (u1,u2, (3/4)u43+u
u33+β(u1,u2, t)u23, t), where 
 = 1,2,
α ∈M(x1,x2,y,t) and β ∈M(u1,u2,t) , (∂β/∂t)(0) = 0;
(˜DC5)1 μ = −5u43 −4u
u33 −3uτ u23 −2β(u1,u2, t)u3 −u
 +α ◦G, G = (u1,u2,4u53 +3u
u43 +2uτ u33 +β(u1,u2, t)u23, t), where

 = 1,2, τ = 1,2, 
 = τ , α ∈M(x1,x2,y,t) and β ∈M(u1,u2,t) , (∂β/∂t)(0) = 0, (∂β/∂u
)(0) = 0 (see Fig. 1);
(˜DC5)2 μ = −5u43 −4u
u33 −3β(u1,u2, t)u23 −2uτ u3 −u
 +α ◦G, G = (u1,u2,4u53 +3u
u43 +2β(u1,u2, t)u33 +uτ u23, t), where

 = 1,2, τ = 1,2, 
 = τ , α ∈M(x1,x2,y,t) and β ∈M(u1,u2,t) , (∂β/∂t)(0) = 0, (∂β/∂u
)(0) = 0;
(˜DC5)3 μ = −5u43 −4β(u1,u2, t)u33 −3u
u23 −2uτ u3 −u
 +α ◦G, G = (u1,u2,4u53 +3β(u1,u2, t)u43 +2u
u33 +uτ u23, t), where

 = 1,2, τ = 1,2, 
 = τ , α ∈M(x1,x2,y,t) and β ∈M(u1,u2,t) , (∂β/∂t)(0) = 0;
(˜DD4)1 μ = 2u31 + u21u3 ± 2u1u22 + u3 + α ◦ G, G = (±2u1u2,3u21 + 2u1u3 ± u22,u3, t), where α ∈M(x1,x2,y,t) (see Fig. 2);
(˜DD4)2 μ = 2u31 + u21u3 ± 2u1u22 + u3 + α ◦ G, G = (3u21 + 2u1u3 ± u22,±2u1u2,u3, t), where α ∈M(x1,x2,y,t) ,
whereM(x1,x2,y,t) is the unique maximal ideal of the set of all smooth function germs (R
3 × R,0) → (R,0).
We call the function germs α a one-parameter functional modulus and β a second functional modulus. In the view of
the generic condition, the second functional moduli must satisfy some conditions, however, we do not argue about such
conditions here.
3. One-parameter complete Legendrian unfolding and genericity
In this section, we ﬁrstly consider the projective cotangent bundle Π : J1(R × R2,R) → (R × R2 × R,0), where J1(R ×
R2,R) has a local coordinate system (σ , x1, x2, y,ρ, p1, p2) such that (σ , x1, x2, y) gives the canonical coordinate system
of (R × R2 × R,0). Let Θ be the canonical 1-form on J1(R × R2,R), which is given by Θ = dy − p1 dx1 − p2 dx2 − ρ dσ =
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element ht ∈ Eu such that ht dμt = f ∗t θ for each t ∈ (R,0). Deﬁne a mapping germ (μ, f ) : (R3 × R,0) → J1(R × R2,R) by
(μ, f )(u, t) =
(
μ(u, t), x1 ◦ f (u, t), x2 ◦ f (u, t), y ◦ f (u, t),h(u, t), p1 ◦ f (u, t), p2 ◦ f (u, t)
)
,
where h(u, t) = ht(u), then ((μ, f )|R3×{t})∗Θ = 0.
By the same argument as the corresponding result in [10–12], we have the following lemma:
Lemma 3.1. For the above (μ, f ) , there exists a unique element k ∈ E(u,t) , such that ∗(μ, f )Θ = kdt.
We also consider J1(R × R2 × R,R). Let (σ , x1, x2, t, y,ρ, p1, p2, τ ) be the canonical local coordinate system on J1(R ×
R2 × R,R). Here the canonical 1-form is given by Θ˜ = dy − p1 dx1 − p2 dx2 − ρ dσ − τ dt = Θ − τ dt . Deﬁne a mapping
germ (μ,F ) : (R3 × R,0) → J1(R × R2 × R,R) by
(μ,F )(u, t) =
(
μ(u, t), x1 ◦ F (u, t), x2 ◦ F (u, t), t, y ◦ F (u, t),h(u, t), p1 ◦ F (u, t), p2 ◦ F (u, t),k(u, t)
)
.
Then (μ,F ) is an immersion germ and ∗(μ,F )Θ˜ = ∗(μ, f )Θ − kdt = 0 by Lemma 3.1, i.e., (μ,F ) is a Legendrian immersion
germ. We call (μ,F ) a one-parameter complete Legendrian unfolding associated with (μ, F ). If F is a one-parameter unfolding
of a 2-variable equation associated with f , then (μ,F ) is called a one-parameter complete Legendrian unfolding associated with
(μ, f ).
We now give the notion of genericity. Let U × V ⊂ R3 × R be an open set. We denote by Int(U × V ,R × J1(R2,R) × R)
the set of one-parameter unfoldings of 2-variable equations with complete integral (μ, F ) : U × V → R× J1(R2,R)×R and
by L(U ×V , J1(R×R2×R,R)) the set of one-parameter complete Legendrian unfoldings (μ,F ) : U ×V → J1(R×R2×R,R).
All these sets are topological spaces equipped with the Whitney C∞-topology. A subset of either spaces is said to be generic
if it is an open and dense subset in the space.
The genericity of a property of germs is deﬁned as follows. Let P be a property of one-parameter unfolding of 2-variable
equation with complete integral (μ, F ) : U × V → R× J1(R2,R)×R (one-parameter complete Legendrian unfolding (μ,F ) :
U × V → J1(R×R2 ×R,R)). For an open set U × V ⊂ R3 ×R, we deﬁne P(U × V ) to be the set of (μ, F ) ∈ Int(U × V ,R×
J1(R2,R) × R) ((μ,F ) ∈ L(U × V , J1(R × R2 × R,R))) such that the germ at (u, t) whose representative is given by (μ, F )
((μ,F )) has property P for any (u, t) ∈ U × V .
The property P is said to be generic if for some neighborhood U × V of the origin in R3 × R, the set P(U × V ) is a
generic subset in Int(U × V ,R × J1(R2,R) × R) (L(U × V , J1(R × R2 × R,R))).
By construction, we have a well-deﬁned continuous mapping
(Π1)∗ : L
(
U × V , J1(R × R2 × R,R))→ Int(U × V ,R × J1(R2,R)× R)
deﬁned by (Π1)∗((μ,F )) = Π1 ◦ (μ,F ) = (μ, F ), where Π1 : J1(R × R2 × R,R) → R × J1(R2,R) × R ((σ , x1, x2, t, y,ρ, p1,
p2, τ ) → (σ , x1, x2, y, p1, p2, t)) is the canonical projection. Then the following fundamental theorem asserts that the gener-
icity of a property of one-parameter unfolding of 2-variable equation with complete integral can be interpreted by the
genericity of the corresponding property of one-parameter complete Legendrian unfolding:
Theorem 3.2. The continuous mapping (Π1)∗ : L(U × V , J1(R × R2 × R,R)) → Int(U × V ,R × J1(R2,R) × R) is a homeomor-
phism.
Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 4.4 in [3]. 
4. Generating families
Since (μ,F ) is a Legendrian immersion germ, there exists a generating family of (μ,F ) by the theory of Legendrian
singularities [13]. Let G : (R×R2 ×R×Rk,0) → (R,0) be a function germ such that d2G|0×R2×R×Rk is non-singular, where
d2G : (R × R2 × R × Rk,0) → (Rk,0) is deﬁned by




(s, x1, x2, t,q), . . . ,
∂G
∂qk
(s, x1, x2, t,q)
)
.
Then C(G) = d2G−1(0) is a smooth 4-manifold germ and πG : (C(G),0) → R is a submersion germ, where πG(s, x1, x2,
t,q) = s. Deﬁne mapping germs L˜G : (C(G),0) → J1(R2,R) by
L˜G(s, x1, x2, t,q) =
(
x1, x2,G(s, x1, x2, t,q),
∂G
∂x1
(s, x1, x2, t,q),
∂G
∂x2
(s, x1, x2, t,q)
)
and LG : (C(G),0) → J1(R × R2 × R,R) by
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(
s, x1, x2, t,G(s, x1, x2, t,q),
∂G
∂s
(s, x1, x2, t,q),
∂G
∂x1
(s, x1, x2, t,q),
∂G
∂x2
(s, x1, x2, t,q),
∂G
∂t
(s, x1, x2, t,q)
)
.
Since ∂G/∂qi = 0 (i = 1, . . . ,k) on C(G), it is easy to show that (L˜Gt |π−1G (s))
∗θ = 0. By deﬁnition, LG is a one-parameter
complete Legendrian unfolding associated with (πG , L˜G). Using the same method as the theory in [13], we have the follow-
ing proposition:
Proposition 4.1. All one-parameter complete Legendrian unfolding germs are constructed by the above method.
We call G a generalized phase family of one-parameter complete Legendrian unfolding LG .
Lemma 4.2. (See Lemma 3.2 in [12].) Let g = ( f ,h) : (Rm,0) → (Rk × Rl, (0,0)) be a smooth map germ and f : (Rm,0) → (Rk,0)
be a submersion germ. Then h| f −1(0) : ( f −1(0),0) → (Rl,0) is an immersion germ if and only if g is an immersion germ.
































and we also denote other notations analogously.
We call a function germ G˜ : ((R × R2 × R) × R × Rk,0) → (R,0) deﬁned by G˜(s, x1, x2, t, y,q) = G(s, x1, x2, t,q) − y a
generating family of LG .
Next we consider the equivalence relations among one-parameter complete Legendrian unfoldings which can ignore one-
parameter functional moduli. Let (μ,F ) and (μ′,F ′) be one-parameter complete Legendrian unfoldings. We say that (μ,F )
and (μ′,F ′) are one-parameter S.P+-K-Legendrian equivalent if the diagram(
R3 × R,0) (μ,F )−−−−→ ( J1(R × R2 × R,R), z) Π˜−−−−→ (R × R2 × R × R, Π˜(z))
Φ
⏐⏐ ⏐⏐K ⏐⏐Ψ(





R × R2 × R,R), z′) −−−−→
Π˜
(
R × R2 × R × R, Π˜(z′))
commutes for a contact diffeomorphism germ K , diffeomorphism germs
Φ(u, t) = (φ(u, t),ϕ(t)),
Ψ (s, x1, x2, y, t) =
(
s + α(x1, x2, y, t),ψ1(x1, x2, y, t),ψ2(x1, x2, y, t),ϕ(t)
)
.
If we replace s + α(x1, x2, y, t) by s (q(s, x1, x2, y, t)), then (μ,F ) and (μ′,F ′) are called one-parameter S.P-K-Legendrian
equivalent. If Ψ (s, x1, x2, y, t) = (q(s, x1, x2, y, t),ψ1(s, x1, x2, y, t),ψ2(s, x1, x2, y, t),ϕ(t)) in the above commutative graph,
then we say that (μ,F ) and (μ′,F ′) are one-parameter P -Legendrian equivalent. It is obvious that if (μ,F ) and (μ′,F ′) are
one-parameter S.P+-K-Legendrian equivalent (one-parameter S.P -K-Legendrian equivalent), then (μ, (π × id) ◦ F ) and
(μ′, (π × id) ◦ F ′) are one-parameter R+-equivalent (strictly equivalent). By Theorem 1.1 in [13], the converse is also true
for the generic (μ, F ) and (μ′, F ′).
The notion of stability of one-parameter complete Legendrian unfoldings with respect to the one-parameter S.P+-K-
Legendrian equivalence (one-parameter S.P -K-Legendrian equivalence, one-parameter P -Legendrian equivalence) is analo-
gous to the usual notion of stability of Legendrian immersion germs with respect to the Legendrian equivalence.
We can interpret the above equivalence relations in terms of generating families as follows: Let G˜, G˜ ′ : (R×R2 ×R×R×
Rk,0) → (R,0) be generating families of one-parameter complete Legendrian unfoldings. G˜ and G˜ ′ are called one-parameter
S.P+-K-equivalent (one-parameter S.P-K-equivalent) if there exists a diffeomorphism germ Φ : (R × R2 × R × R × Rk,0) →
(R × R2 × R × R × Rk,0) satisfying the form
Φ(s, x1, x2, t, y,q) =
(
s + α(x1, x2, t, y),φ1(x1, x2, t, y),ϕ(t),φ2(x1, x2, t, y),φ3(s, x1, x2, t, y,q)
)(
Φ(s, x1, x2, t, y,q) =
(
s, φ1(x1, x2, t, y),ϕ(t),φ2(x1, x2, t, y),φ3(s, x1, x2, t, y,q)
))
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Then similar to the result in [12], we have the following theorem:
Theorem 4.3. Let G˜ : (R × R2 × R × R × Rk,0) → (R,0) and G˜ ′ : (R × R2 × R × R × Rk′ ,0) → (R,0) be generating families of
one-parameter complete Legendrian unfoldings LG and LG ′ respectively. Then
(1) LG and LG ′ are one-parameter S.P+-K (one-parameter S.P-K)-Legendrian equivalent if and only if G˜ and G˜ ′ are stably one-
parameter S.P+-K (one-parameter S.P-K)-Legendrian equivalent.
(2) LG is one-parameter S.P+-K (one-parameter S.P-K)-Legendrian stable if and only if G˜ is a one-parameter S.P+-K (one-
parameter S.P-K)-versal deformation of g = G˜|t=0 .
(3) LG is one-parameter P -Legendrian stable if and only if G˜ is a P -K-versal deformation of g = G˜|t=0 .
Here, G˜ and G˜ ′ are said to be stably one-parameter S.P+-K (stably one-parameter S.P-K)-equivalent if they become one-
parameter S.P+-K (one-parameter S.P -K)-equivalent after the addition of non-degenerate quadratic forms in additional
variables q′ .
5. Proof of the main result
In this section, we will utilize some general results of S.P -K-equivalence of function germs. Detailed descriptions and
other undeﬁned terminologies are as in [5,12].
Proposition 5.1. Let G˜ : (R×R2×R×R×Rk,0) → (R,0) be the generating family of one-parameter complete Legendrian unfolding
(μ,F ) such that (μ,F ) is S.P+-K-Legendre stable and one-parameter P -Legendre stable. Then G˜ is stably one-parameter S.P+-K-
equivalent to one of the members in the following list:
(a) s ± q21 − y;
(b) s + q31 + x
q1 − y, where 
 = 1,2;
(c1) s ± q41 + x
q21 + xτq1 − y, where 
 = 1,2, τ = 1,2 and 
 = τ ;
(c2) s ± q41 + yq21 + x
q1 − y, where 
 = 1,2;
(d1) s + q51 + x
q31 + yq21 + xτq1 − y, where 
 = 1,2, τ = 1,2 and 
 = τ ;
(d2) s + q51 + yq31 + x
q21 + xτq1 − y, where 
 = 1,2, τ = 1,2 and 
 = τ ;
(e) s2 ± q21 + x
 s − y, where 
 = 1,2;
(f) s3 ± q21 + x
 s − y, where 
 = 1,2;
(g1) s4 ± q21 + x
 s2 + xτ s − y, where 
 = 1,2, τ = 1,2 and 
 = τ ;
(g2) s4 ± q21 + β(x1, x2, t)s2 + x
 s − y, where 
 = 1,2 and ∂β∂t (0) = 0;
(h1) s5 ± q21 + x
 s3 + β(x1, x2, t)s2 + xτ s − y, where 
 = 1,2, τ = 1,2, 
 = τ and ∂β∂t (0) = 0;
(h2) s5 ± q21 + β(x1, x2, t)s3 + x
 s2 + xτ s − y, where 
 = 1,2, τ = 1,2, 
 = τ and ∂β∂t (0) = 0;
(i1) q31 + sq1 + x
q1 − 13 x
 s − y, where 
 = 1,2;
(i2) q31 + sq1 + x1q1 − 13β(x1, x2, t)s − y, where ∂β∂t (0) = 0;
(j1) q41 + sq1 + x
q1 + x
q31 + xτq21 − y, where 
 = 1,2, τ = 1,2 and 
 = τ ;
(j2) q41 + sq1 + x
q1 + β(x1, x2, t)q31 + x
q21 − y, where 
 = 1,2 and ∂β∂t (0) = 0;
(j3) q41 + sq1 + x
q1 + x
q31 + β(x1, x2, t)q21 − y, where 
 = 1,2, ∂β∂t (0) = 0 and ∂β∂x
 (0) = 0;
(k1) q51 + sq1 + x
q1 + x
q41 + xτq31 + β(x1, x2, t)q21 − y, 
 = 1,2, τ = 1,2, 
 = τ , ∂β∂t (0) = 0 and ∂β∂x
 (0) = 0;
(k2) q5 + sq1 + x
q1 + x
q4 + β(x1, x2, t)q3 + xτq2 − y, where 
 = 1,2, τ = 1,2, 
 = τ , ∂β (0) = 0 and ∂β (0) = 0;1 1 1 1 ∂t ∂x
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q1 + β(x1, x2, t)q41 + x
q31 + xτq21 − y, where 
 = 1,2, τ = 1,2, 
 = τ and ∂β∂t (0) = 0;
(l) s + (q31 ± q1q22) + yq21 + x
q2 + xτq1 − y, where 
 = 1,2, τ = 1,2 and 
 = τ .
Proof. By Theorem 4.1 of this paper and Theorem 4.1 in [5], the generating family G˜ of (μ,F ) satisﬁes the P -K-versal
deformation of g = G˜|t=0 and the S.P+-K-versal deformation of g0 = G˜|R×0×Rk . Furthermore, by Theorem 4.2 in [5] and
Theorem 4.2 in [12], G˜ is stably S.P+-K-equivalent to one of the germs in the following list:
(1) q1 + v1 + v2 + v3 + v4;
(2) s ± q21 + v1q + v2 + v3 + v4;
(3) s + q31 + v1q1 + v2 + v3 + v4;
(4) s ± q41 + v1q21 + v2q1 + v3 + v4;
(5) s + q51 + v1q31 + v2q21 + v3q1 + v4;
(6) s ± q61 + v1q41 + v2q31 + v3q21 + v4q1;
(7) s2 ± q21 + v1s + v2 + v3 + v4;
(8) s3 ± q21 + v1s + v2 + v3 + v4;
(9) s4 ± q21 + v1s2 + v2s + v3 + v4;
(10) s5 ± q21 + v1s3 + v2s2 + v3s + v4;
(11) q31 + sq1 + v1q21 + v2 + v3 + v4;
(12) q41 + sq1 + v1q31 + v2q21 + v3 + v4;
(13) q51 + sq1 + v1q41 + v2q31 + v3q21 + v4;
(14) s + (q31 ± q1q22) + v1q21 + v2q2 + v3q1 + v4;
(15) s ± (q21q2 + q42) + v1q21 + v2q22 + v3q1 + v4q2;
(16) s2 + q31 + v1sq1 + v2q1 + v3 + v4,
where (s, v1, v2, v3, v4) ∈ (R × R4,0). We want to classify these germs by the one-parameter S.P+-K-equivalence. By the
above normal forms, there exists a diffeomorphism germ φ : (R2 × R × R,0) → (R4,0) such that G˜ is stably one-parameter
S.P+-K-equivalent to one of the germs in the following list:
(1) q1 + v1(w) + v2(w) + v3(w) + v4(w);
(2) s ± q21 + v1(w) + v2(w) + v3(w) + v4(w);
(3) s + q31 + v1(w)q1 + v2(w) + v3(w) + v4(w);
(4) s ± q41 + v1(w)q21 + v2(w)q1 + v3(w) + v4(w);
(5) s + q51 + v1(w)q31 + v2(w)q21 + v3(w)q1 + v4(w);
(6) s ± q61 + v1(w)q41 + v2(w)q31 + v3(w)q21 + v4(w)q1;
(7) s2 ± q21 + v1(w)s + v2(w) + v3(w) + v4(w);
(8) s3 ± q21 + v1(w)s + v2(w) + v3(w) + v4(w);
(9) s4 ± q21 + v1(w)s2 + v2(w)s + v3(w) + v4(w);
(10) s5 ± q21 + v1(w)s3 + v2(w)s2 + v3(w)s + v4(w);
(11) q31 + sq1 + v1(w)q21 + v2(w) + v3(w) + v4(w);
(12) q41 + sq1 + v1(w)q31 + v2(w)q21 + v3(w) + v4(w);
(13) q51 + sq1 + v1(w)q41 + v2(w)q31 + v3(w)q21 + v4(w);
(14) s + (q31 ± q1q22) + v1(w)q21 + v2(w)q2 + v3(w)q1 + v4(w);
(15) s ± (q21q2 + q42) + v1(w)q21 + v2(w)q22 + v3(w)q1 + v4(w)q2;
(16) s2 + q31 + v1(w)sq1 + v2(w)q1 + v3(w) + v4(w),
where w = (x1, x2, t, y). Since G˜ is of the form G − y, we ﬁx y (for example, (∂v4/∂ y)(0) = 0) and perform a local co-
ordinate change, so that v1(w) = v1(x1, x2, t), v2(w) = v2(x1, x2, t), v3(w) = v3(x1, x2, t) and v4(w) = −y. Therefore, we
classify these germs by the one-parameter S.P+-K-equivalence under the condition P -K-cod(g) 1, where g = G˜|t=0 and
G satisﬁes the immersion condition in Section 4.
Cases (1) and (16) do not satisfy the immersion condition. The germs of cases (6) and (15) are not the P -K-versal
deformations of g = G˜|t=0. Hence, they all do not appear in the list.
Moreover, cases (2)–(5), (7)–(10) and (11)–(13) can be considered by the similar method respectively, so we only discuss
the cases (4), (9) and (11) here.
Since (4) is also one-parameter S.P+-K-equivalent to s ± q41 + v1(w)q21 + v2(w)q1 + v1(w) + v2(w) + v3(w) + v4(w),
by the immersion condition, we have (∂v2/∂x1)(0) = 0 or (∂v2/∂x2)(0) = 0. All the transformations are local coordinate
changes, so we have the following situations:
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(c1) s ± q41 + x
q21 + xτq1 − y, where 
 = 2 and τ = 1.
If (∂v2/∂x1)(0) = 0 and (∂v1/∂ y)(0) = 0, then (4) is one-parameter S.P+-K-equivalent to
(c2) s ± q41 + yq21 + x
q1 − y, where 
 = 1.
If (∂v2/∂x1)(0) = 0 and (∂v1/∂t)(0) = 0, then (4) is one-parameter S.P -K-equivalent to
(c′) s ± q41 + v1(x1, x2, t)q21 + x1q1 − y.
However, (c′) is a P -K-versal deformation if and only if (∂v1/∂x2)(0) = 0. So (c′) is one-parameter S.P -K-equivalent to
(c1) when 
 = 2 and τ = 1.
Under the condition (∂v2/∂x2)(0) = 0, we can obtain the normal forms (c1) when 
 = 1, τ = 2 and (c2) when 
 = 2
analogously. It is easy to verify that all of these germs are P -K-versal deformations.
For the case (9), by the immersion condition, we have (∂v2/∂x1)(0) = 0 or (∂v2/∂x2)(0) = 0. If (∂v2/∂x1)(0) = 0, (9)
satisﬁes (∂v1/∂x2)(0) = 0 or (∂v1/∂t)(0) = 0 since the form of G˜ is G − y and φ is a diffeomorphism germ.
If (∂v2/∂x1)(0) = 0 and (∂v1/∂x2)(0) = 0, then (9) is one-parameter S.P+-K-equivalent to
(g1) s4 ± q21 + x
 s2 + xτ s − y, where 
 = 2 and τ = 1.
If (∂v2/∂x1)(0) = 0 and (∂v1/∂t)(0) = 0, then (9) is one-parameter S.P+-K-equivalent to
(g2) s4 ± q21 + β(x1, x2, t)s2 + x
 s − y, where 
 = 1.
For the situation (∂v2/∂x2)(0) = 0, we have the normal forms (g1) when 
 = 1, τ = 2 and (g2) when 
 = 2. Moreover,
they are all P -K-versal deformations.
Since φ is a diffeomorphism germ and the form G˜ = G − y, case (11) satisﬁes the conditions (∂v1/∂x1)(0) = 0,
(∂v1/∂x2)(0) = 0 or (∂v1/∂t)(0) = 0.
If (∂v1/∂x1)(0) = 0, then (11) is one-parameter S.P+-K-equivalent to q31 + sq1 + x1q21 − y. We consider a diffeomorphism
germ Q 1 = q1 + (1/3)x1, S = s − (1/3)x21 and Y = y + (1/27)x31, then it is one-parameter S.P+-K-equivalent to q31 + sq1 −
(1/3)x1s− y. In order to satisfy the immersion condition, suppose S = s−x1 and Y = y+(1/3)x21, then (11) is one-parameter
S.P+-K-equivalent to
(i1) q31 + sq1 + x
q1 − 13 x
 s − y, where 
 = 1.
If (∂v1/∂x2)(0) = 0 or (∂v1/∂t)(0) = 0, using the same method as above, (11) is one-parameter S.P+-K-equivalent to
(i1) when 
 = 2 or (i2) respectively.
At last, for case (14), it is also one-parameter S.P+-K-equivalent to s + (q31 ± q1q22) + v1(w)q21 + v2(w)q2 + v3(w)q1 +
v1(w) + v2(w) + v3(w) + v4(w). By the immersion condition, we have (∂v2/∂x1)(0) = 0 and (∂v3/∂x2)(0) = 0, or
(∂v2/∂x2)(0) = 0 and (∂v3/∂x1)(0) = 0.
If (∂v2/∂x1)(0) = 0, (∂v3/∂x2)(0) = 0 and (∂v1/∂ y)(0) = 0, then (14) is one-parameter S.P+-K-equivalent to
(l) s + (q31 ± q1q22) + yq21 + x
q2 + xτq1 − y, where 
 = 1 and τ = 2.
If (∂v2/∂x2)(0) = 0, (∂v3/∂x1)(0) = 0 and (∂v1/∂ y)(0) = 0, then (14) is one-parameter S.P+-K-equivalent to
(l) s + (q31 ± q1q22) + yq21 + x
q2 + xτq1 − y, where 
 = 2 and τ = 1.
Then it is easy to verify that any of the above germs (l) is P -K-versal deformation, thus they all appear in the list. But
the germs in other situations are not P -K-versal deformations. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. The set of one-parameter complete Legendrian unfoldings satisfying one-parameter P -Legendrian
stable and S.P+-K-Legendrian stable is an open and dense subset in L(U × V , J1(R × R2 × R,R)) [5,12]. Therefore, Theo-
rem 2.1 gives a generic classiﬁcation of one-parameter complete Legendrian unfoldings satisfying the above two conditions
under the one-parameter S.P+-K (or, S.P -K)-Legendrian equivalence relation.
Let (μ, f ) be a one-parameter family of 2-variable equations with complete integral such that the corresponding one-
parameter complete Legendrian unfolding (μ,F ) is one-parameter P -Legendrian stable and S.P+-K-Legendrian stable. The
generating family G˜(s, x1, x2, t, y,q) of (μ,F ) is stably one-parameter S.P+-K-equivalent to one of the members in the list
of Proposition 5.1.
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the corresponding integral diagrams have no functional moduli. However, the germs of other cases are S.P+-K-versal
deformations but not S.P -K-versal deformations. Hence the corresponding integral diagrams have functional moduli.
Next, we detect the corresponding normal forms of one-parameter integral diagrams. Because of the rather tedious
process and too many types, we only discuss (c1) when 
 = 1 and τ = 2, (f1) when 
 = 1 and (l) when 
 = 1 and τ = 2.
(c1): Choose s ± q41 + x1q21 + x2q1 as a generalized phase family. Then
∂G
∂q1
= ±4q31 + 2x1q1 + x2.
By this formula and y = s ± q41 + x1q21 + x2q1, we have
C(G) = (±3q41 + x1q21 + y, x1,∓4q31 − 2x1q1, t,q1),
LG =
(±3q41 + x1q21 + y, x1,∓4q31 − 2x1q1, t, y,1,q21,q1,0).
We deﬁne a diffeomorphism germ by u1 = x1, u2 =
√
2q1, u3 = y and deﬁne the transformation X1 = x1, X2 =
∓(1/√2)x2, Y = y and T = t , then the integral diagram is strictly equivalent to




2 ± u1u2,u3, t
)
.
(f1): Choose s3 ± q21 + x1s as a generalized phase family. The catastrophe set is




s, x1, x2, t, s
3 + x1s,3s2 + x1, s,0,0
)
.
Then (μ,G) is one-parameter R+-equivalent to




3 + u1u3, t
)
.
(l): Since 1− q21 is a unit in E(s,x1,x2,t,y,q1,q2) , we have〈
s + (q31 ± q1q22)+ yq21 + x1q2 + x2q1 − y〉E(s,x1,x2,t,y,q1,q2) =
〈






Hence we can choose a function germ
G(s, x1, x2, t,q1,q2) = s + (q
3
1 ± q1q22) + x1q2 + x2q1
1− q21










= ±2q1q2 + x1
1− q21
.
By the above two formulas and
y = s + (q
3




C(G) = (2q31 + yq21 ± 2q1q22 + y,∓2q1q2,−3q21 − 2yq1 ∓ q22, t,q1,q2),
LG =
(












Now deﬁne a diffeomorphism germ by u1 = q1, u2 = q2 and u3 = y, and deﬁne the transformation of R3 × R by X1 = −x1,
X2 = −x2, Y = y and T = t , then the integral diagram is one-parameter R+-equivalent to
μ = 2u31 + u21u3 ± 2u1u22 + u3, G =
(±2u1u2,3u21 + 2u1u3 ± u22,u3, t).
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
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